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Equities - Asia Ex-Japan
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Returns in percentage and in Singapore dollars. Source: Bloomberg, data as at 30 November 2016.

Asia ex-Japan equities were little changed in November 2016, underperforming global markets while
avoiding losses that plagued the emerging markets as investors shifted capital to developed markets after a
Trump victory that jolted the US dollar higher on optimism of planned fiscal expansion.
As investors adopted caution ahead of an anticipated rate hike from the US Federal Reserve, Asia ex-Japan
markets remained flat with gains offset from losses in the emerging markets. Gold prices slumped as
demand for the bullion rescinded with Fed hike expectations while energy prices extended gains after OPEC
countries agree on output cuts to supply.
Returns across Asia ex-Japan markets were split into two camps. With the exception of Thailand, emerging
markets India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines saw outflows while developed markets Singapore, Hong
Kong and Taiwan managed to outperform. Performance in the financials and materials sectors was positive
whilst others were mostly in the red for November . Financials rose on expectation that rising interest rates
would bolster net interest margins while materials stayed buoyant on bets of a recovery in global demand.
Economic indicators across the region were a mixed bag. China’s manufacturing activity saw a pickup for the fifth
consecutive month as the official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) came in at 51.7, though the private sector
Caixin PMI dipped slightly down to 50.9 from the previous month. PMI numbers for the Eurozone and the US
strengthened while Japan, UK and India declined.
Across the Greater China markets, gains were led by names from the mainland with strong rallies in the
materials and industrials sector. Strong copper commodity prices and capacity reductions led to materials as
the top performer while industrials increased from higher freight rates, strong new orders and new machinery
sales.
The Korea market underperformed as the political scandal surrounding President Park continued to unfold and as
US protectionist sentiment weighed negatively on auto part exports. Over in India, the NIFTY underperformed
whilst a demonetisation policy culminated in a liquidity squeeze and shocks to the country’s money supply.
Singapore was the only in the ASEAN market to outperform after the US election while Thailand managed to avoid
losses despite an emerging markets outflow. All other markets including Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines
meanwhile suffered as a capital flight into the US erased much of gains made earlier prior to the US election
outcome.
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Outlook and Strategy
Against expectations for global reflation and strength in US dollar, inflation in Asia is also expected to rise.
Economic growth forecasts have been trimmed to more sustainable levels with stronger growth in Indonesia
and Thailand. Most Asian economies have reached the tail end of the monetary easing cycle.
Current expectations of the impact of US President Trump’s trade policies on Asian exports appear to be
overly negative. US growth recovery is usually positive for global cyclicals, US dollar earners, selected
banks and financials in Asia. However, uncertainty is likely to cap short term market performance.
Asian markets and currencies have pulled back since Trump was elected. Valuations are attractive below
the mean level on a price-to-book basis. Asian economies are also on better footing today compared to
‘taper tantrum’ in 2013. Current account positions have improved, except in China, Malaysia and
Philippines.
In China, the focus on reform and economic restructuring has led to a manageable slowdown in GDP
growth. We are neutral on China and favour technology and telecoms sectors which are witnessing stronger
growth.
We turn cautious on Hong Kong due to our negative outlook for the property sector, as well as Taiwan due
to seasonally weak period for tech earnings. Korea is trimmed to neutral due to political uncertainty. India is
also trimmed to underweight as the cash liquidity crunch from demonetisation has negative impact on GDP
in coming quarters.
In ASEAN, we turn positive on Singapore as valuations are attractive and corporate earnings should post
mild recovery in 2017. We remain optimistic on Indonesia and Thailand as lower interest rates and
improvement in confidence should flow through to spending and investment. The key risks are a disorderly
capital outflow, currency volatility and worse-than-expected slowdown in China.

All statistics quoted in the write-up are sourced from Bloomberg as at 30 November 2016 unless otherwise stated.
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Important Notice & Disclaimers
This publication shall not be copied or disseminated, or relied upon by any person for whatever purpose.
The information herein is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information only. This
publication is not an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice to buy or sell any investment product,
including any collective investment schemes or shares of companies mentioned within. Although every
reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the information contained in this
publication, UOB Asset Management Ltd (“UOBAM”) and its employees shall not be held liable for any error,
inaccuracy and/or omission, howsoever caused, or for any decision or action taken based on views
expressed or information in this publication. The information contained in this publication, including any data,
projections and underlying assumptions are based upon certain assumptions, management forecasts and
analysis of information available and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of the date of this
publication, all of which are subject to change at any time without notice. Please note that the graphs, charts,
formulae or other devices set out or referred to in this document cannot, in and of itself, be used to
determine and will not assist any person in deciding which investment product to buy or sell, or when to buy
or sell an investment product. UOBAM does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or
completeness of the information herein for any particular purpose, and expressly disclaims liability for any
error, inaccuracy or omission. Any opinion, projection and other forward-looking statement regarding future
events or performance of, including but not limited to, countries, markets or companies is not necessarily
indicative of, and may differ from actual events or results. Nothing in this publication constitutes accounting,
legal, regulatory, tax or other advice. The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives,
financial situation and particular needs of any specific person. You may wish to seek advice from a
professional or an independent financial adviser about the issues discussed herein or before
investing in any investment or insurance product. Should you choose not to seek such advice, you
should consider carefully whether the investment or insurance product in question is suitable for
you.
UOB Asset Management Ltd Co. Reg. No. 198600120Z
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